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The “FMI/FMU logo” and the “FMI Office Templates” are intellectual property of the Modelica
Association. The Modelica Association grants you a non-exclusive, world-wide, royalty-free
license to use them provided that the following conditions are met:
You are allowed to:
Use the logos and templates provided by the Modelica Association in vector graphics,
bitmap graphics or any suitable lossless graphics format. For logos, lossy compression is
allowed in videos only and as a consequence of the chosen format and settings. Ideally
in this case, the quality should remain comparable to that of same-size lossless versions.
Convert the logos to greyscale versions if necessary.
Use the logos and templates for your printed or electronic documents, websites or
software tools, if and as long as these are related to the Functional Mockup Interface
(FMI).
Incorporate the logos into tool-related documentation pages, into component, library or
folder icons, or into any graphical element, as long as this solely serves the practical use
of FMI within the considered software tool (typically: managing, importing, exporting,
visualizing, connecting or running FMUs as well as documenting the associated
processes, or providing technical details on these processes or on FMI in general).
You are not allowed to:
Change the logos with exception of their size, while keeping the aspect ratio. In particular
it is not allowed to combine the logos directly with other existing brands or logos
(especially company logos), nor to incorporate them into other logos.
DISCLAIMER:
In no event shall the Modelica Association or any of its individual or organizational
members be liable for any direct or indirect, incidental or consequential damages of any
kind, however caused and based on any theory of liability, whether in contract, strict
liability, tort (including negligence or otherwise) arising in any way from or related to the
use of the FMI/FMU logo, including economic damages and lost profits; regardless of
whether the Modelica Association had been advised or had other reason to know of the
possibility of such damage.
This agreement comes into force upon downloading the zip-file containing the FMI/FMU
logos and FMI office templates (or getting them from any other source) and is concluded for
an unlimited period of time.
This License shall terminate immediately and you may no longer exercise any of the rights
granted to you upon your failure to honor the conditions given above.
FMI/FMU Logo and FMI Office Templates Download
If and only if you agree to the terms and conditions as stated above you may proceed and
download the zip-file that contains the FMI/FMU logos and the FMI Office templates.

